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Abstract
This study aims to identify and recognize the abbreviations in chatting
language, by focusing on the meanings of abbreviations .The present study deals
with words formation processes , where English gets new words by means of
easily definable processes employed by users of English. For this purpose , the
study attempts to analyze the meanings of abbreviations in chatting .
استخذام االختصارات في لغة المحادثات المكتوبة
ملخص البحث
أٌ هزه انذساسة جهذف انى جشخيص وجعييٍ االخحصاسات انًسحخذية بهغة االَحشَيث نهًحادثات انًكحىبة
 أٌ انذساسة انحانية جخحص بعًهيات أَحاج. ورنك يٍ خالل إنقاء انضىء عهى انًعاَي نهزه االخحصاسات
وجىنيذ انكهًات حيث أٌ انهغة االَكهيزية جكحسب انكهًات انجذيذة عٍ طشيق وسائم يعشوفة وسههة انحي
 نهزا انغشض أٌ هزه انذساسة جحشجى يعاَي االخحصاسات انحي جسحخذو بهغة.يسحخذيه يسحخذيىٌ االَكهيزية
.انًحادثات انًكحىبة
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1. Literture Review of Abbreviation
Linguistically, abbreviation is a part of the study of word formation ,
distinguishing several ways in which words can be shortened. Initialisms or
alphabetisms reflect the separate pronunciation of the initial letters of the
constituent words (TV,COD)(Crystal ,2004:2). In Latin ,it means a shortened
form of a word or phrase, it consists of group of letters taken from the word or
phrase .It is a short form of word or phrase (e.g.TV is on abbreviation of
television ). Abbreviations (and acronyms) have long been part of the written
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language tradition, appearing both in hand written manuscripts and print. Their
most common function in both off-line writing and CMC is to conserve energy
and/or space. In strict analysis, abbreviations should not be confused with
contractions, crasis, acronyms, or initialisms, with which they share some
semantic and phonetic functions, though all four are connoted by the term
"abbreviation" in loose parlance (Carner ,2009:63). An abbreviation is a
shortening by any method; a contraction is a reduction of size by the drawing
together of the parts. A contraction of a word is made by omitting certain letters
or syllables and bringing together the first and last letters or elements; an
abbreviation may be made by omitting certain portions from the interior or by
cutting off a part. A contraction is an abbreviation, but an abbreviation is not
necessarily a contraction. Acronyms and initialisms are regarded as subsets of
abbreviations ,as in: CSE for Council of Science Editors).
According to (Adkins,2004:261),abbreviations have a long
history,shortened words were used and initial letters were commonly used to
represent words in specific applications. In classical Greece and Rome, the
reduction of words to single letters was common. In Roman inscriptions, Words
were commonly abbreviated by using the initial letter or letters of words, and
most inscriptions have at least one abbreviation. However, some could have more
than one meaning, depending on their context. (For example, ( A) can be an
abbreviation for many words, such as: (ager, amicus, annus,as, Aulus, Aurelius,
aurum and avus).Abbreviations, in English ,were frequently used from its
earliest days. Manuscripts of copies of the old English poem Beowulf used many
abbreviations, for example 7 or & for and, and y for since, so that "not much
space is wasted. (Denning, 1995:75).More recently Twitter, a popular social
networking service, began driving abbreviation use with 140 character message
limits. An abbreviation is a shortened form of a word or phrase, such as Jan. for
January. The abbreviated form of the word abbreviation is abbr.--or, less
commonly, abbrv. or abbrev.In American English, many abbreviations are
followed by a period (Dr., Ms.). In contrast, British usage generally favors
omitting the period (or full stop) in abbreviations that include the first and last
letters of a single word (Dr, Ms).When an abbreviation appears at the end of a
sentence, a single period serves both to mark the abbreviation and to close the
sentence(Davies,2003:1).
According to Crystal(2004:76)the abbreviations are "a major component
of the English writing system, not a marginal feature. The largest dictionaries of
abbreviations contain well over half a million entries, and their number is
increasing all the time. “There is a second socially-based motivation for
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incorporating abbreviations into CMC messages: to indicate one's membership
among network cognoscenti.”.It expands to accommodate names for new items
that are introduced from other cultural or geographical venues. Abstract Written
communication in instant messaging, text messaging, chat, and other forms of
electronic communication appears to have generated a „„new language‟‟ of
abbreviations, acronyms, word combinations, and punctuation( Baron ,2000:95)
2.The difference between Abbreviations and Acronyms
According to(Bauer,1988:178),abbreviation is also called clipping, that is, a
new word is created by cutting the final part, the initial part or cutting off both the
initial and the final part with only the middle part left In online chatting, clipping
is also an important way of word formation. There are several common types of
clipping in chatting language online, as in:
u --- you
ur --- your
m:male
am --- m
n --- in
k --- ok
r u sure? ------ Are you sure?
JIMMY: 21 / m ------ I am 21, male.
JIMMY: and u ? ------ And you?
monkey_brat0016: do u want to talk ------ Do you want to talk?
johnson4luv2009: u there ------ Are you there?
While Acronym In a narrow sense, it is “made up from the first letters of the
name of an organization” such as:
WB (World Bank)
CIA (Central Intelligence Agency).
Hikmat (1998: 107&Stageberg ,1981:132) points out that some new words
(acronyms) are formed from the initial letters of a set of other words . These
acronyms often consists of capital letters, as in: UNICEF (United Nations
Children's Fund).In a broader sense, it is formed by picking the initial letters of
words, phrases or even sentences. In the Internet chat rooms, acronyms are one of
the most remarkable features, which save a great deal of energy and time. It is no
longer restricted to word or short phrases, but can be sentence long: WDYS
(What did you say?).Marchand (1969:452) claims that abbreviations and
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acronyms, which are also known as „initialisms‟, are used to create names of new
scientific discoveries, trade-names, names of organizations, new foundations or
offices, but occasionally, and chiefly in American English, personal and
geographical names are also coined in this way.Abbreviations and acronyms are
used a lot in chat conversations and text messages as a way to speed up
conversations, get points across quickly and type less when you‟re in a rush.
Now,with Twitter‟s limited characters in every Tweet, abbreviations.
3.The Meaning of Communication
Communication is a social affair through which one communicates ideas,
opinions, information, beliefs, emotions etc. It refers to an act of sharing of
elements of behaviour, or modes of life, by the existence of sets of rules of sign
usage (Cherry,1978:4).According to Crystal (2004:72)Communication is:
The transmission and reception of information between
source and receiver using a signaling system ..... the
system involved is language .

Communication can be classified into four categories(Andersson
&Trudgill,1992:7):
1. intrapersonal communication: In this situation , communication
happens within and to the self. For instance, when one thinks he
is, then, communicating within himself.
2. interpersonal communication: This is the case when people
communicate with each other. Examples of such situations are
telephone conversations, interviews, and, in general, all face-toface interactions.
3. group communication: This category also refers to face-to-face
interaction but within groups of people communicating with each
other.
4. mass communication: This category refers to communication
used, or received by large numbers of people
4. The meaning of Computer-Mediated Communication
Progress, in the most general sense, brings about changes in the way
people communicate. The possibilities of interpersonal interaction are
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increasingly expanding in scope, and new options are being made available;
amongst these the Internet (... an association of computer
networks with common standards which enable messages to be sent from any
central computer (or host) on one network to any host on any other...; Crystal
,2001: 3) is winning everybody‟s attention. The efficacy of computer-mediated
communication is obvious as it enables vast numbers of people to communicate
across temporal, spatial, etc. barriers. Non-vocal communication via computer,
since this is what CMC is for the most part like, provides access to global issues
and makes interaction between people continuous and unbiased. Crystal (2001: 3)
points out that[t]he extra significance is even reflected in the spelling in
languages which use capital letters. This is the first such technology to be
conventionally identified with an initial capital. We do not give typographical
enhancement to such developments as „Printing‟, „Broadcasting‟,„Radio‟ or
„Television‟ but we do write „Internet‟ or „Net‟. The new mode of interaction is
necessarily typified by certain linguistic properties; hence,it bears distinctive
features that are in one way or another reflected in different communicative
situations.The understanding of the Internet as a communication tool necessitates
addressing its linguistic properties.
Crystal (2004: 24) defines the Internet as “... an electronic, global and
interactive medium, and each of these properties has consequences for the kind of
language found there.” The three attributes „electronic‟, „global‟ and „interactive‟
carry the information on the electronic character of the channel, on the closeness
of countries, and on the anticipation of a receiver‟s reaction to the information
projected. The implication is that firstly, one‟s verbal production is dependent on
their computer literacy and capability of exploiting the character options on the
keyboard so that the proposition of the message is sustained despite the absence
of body movement or vocal paralinguistic cues. Secondly, the language used has
the potential to connect people in a mindset as to the unanimity in transmitting
also feelings and emotions; „supply means‟ are becoming conventionalized
among Net users worldwide. Thirdly, the interactivity of the medium often causes
Net speak to resemble a spoken mode while making people believe that they are
exposed to „written speech. Hence, any attempt to describe such discourse should
consider in what way the linguistic behavior on the Net is different from the
traditional one.
Certain distinctive features define Net speak, an emerging genre. For the
time being, the CMC is operating as a written medium. A stylistic approach to the
written mode of communication is concerned with graphic, orthographic,
grammatical, lexical, and discourse features. According to Herring (1996: 1),
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Computer-mediated communication is communication that takes place between
human beings via the instrumentality of computers. Herring also refers to the
more specified term computer-mediated discoursewhich is the communication
produced when human beings interact with one another by transmitting messages
via networked computers (Herring, 1996: 612).
5. Language of Internet
According to Carale( 2000:14)the internet is a vast interconnection of
networks created in 1969 as US Department of a defense project, and the World
Wide Web (henceforth WWW) is only a part of it, this web was developed in
1991 as a system of storing and retrieving documents created in a common
coding language called Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)which allows users
to link to other documents. Internet browsers made it possible to view web
documents with graphics, audio and video and that is what changed the media
industry . Today, the Internet and WWW are impossible to avoid. Calvert (2002:
46)classifies the interaction on the internet into six categories:
1. one-to-one messaging (such as e-mail which is replacing of
traditional letter writing).
2. one-to-many messaging (such as listserv which enables anyone to
write an e-mail to the computer in a specified format.
3.distributed message databases (such as Use net new groups which
is a vast forum on the Internet, composed of thousands of different
topics that people can discuss by sending a message to the group and
reading responses.
4. real-time communication (such as the IRC which is the most used
online chat software and has many individual server companies).
5. real-time remote computer utilization (such as telnet which is
replacing of traditional phone).
6. remote information retrieval (such as WWW) .
6.Language as power on the internet
Paolillo (2005: 66)points out that although the number of Web sites in
other languages is increasing, English is still the language of the largest group of
Internet users, and dominates Web content. While none of the current approaches
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for estimating the percentage of Web content in any given language is free of
criticism, there appears to be a consensus that English Web content represents the
lion‟s share of Web sites . with estimates for English running as high as 70% of
all Web content . Because of the large base of English speaking users and the
high percentage of Web sites in English, many consider English to be the
language of the Internet (Rhoads,2006:344).
7. Chat definitions
People use the very same strategies as they use for verbal communication
when chatting. They also adapt the similar written language to meet the
limitations and advantages of online communication' ( Calvert,2002: 125).
Burridge(2004 :55) claim that in order to adapt to certain limitations with textbased CMC, participants in chat communication use abbreviations and emoticons.
An emoticon is the arrangement of symbols to represent real-life facial
expressions and moods. Synchronous chat communication in its simplest form is
very simply two people sitting at a computer typing in real-time. The utterances
are then shown on the respective screens in real time. The coding of the
usernames has been done by the creators of the corpus in order to privacy mask
all usernames. The rooms in which the data has been recorded are age specific as
well. Online chat is a term that refers to any kind of real time communication
over the Internet, but mainly refers to direct one-to-one chat, one-to-many or textbased group chat. The notion of online chat originates from the word chat, which
stands for “informal conversation”. According to the conventions of the medium,
people do not use their real life names, but nicknames (e.g. Shrink, Inc.) under
which they interact (Bauer,1988: 364).
While the communication is synchro-nous, communicators are spatially
distant. As the medium is international, online chat users will typically know only
a few, if any, fellow users in person. Online chat allows communication between
people who have never met and most likely will never meet (Davies,2003:98).
Despite all these differences to real world communication, people build real
relation-ships with real emotional involvement in chatrooms (Adkins,2004:94).
8.Linguistic characteristics of online chat
Perhaps one of the most striking features of chat conversations is that they
often initially appear chaotic. When multiple participants are involved, messages
can scroll quickly up and off the screen. Further, chat systems disrupt patterns of
turn taking, due to the tendency of overlapping exchanges to cause an initiating
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message and its response to become separated by irrelevant messages (Herring,
1999 :83). However, the same features that render chat fragmented and chaotic
also make it popular. The culture of chat rooms, although varying according to
purpose, is typically sociable, playful, and disinhibited. Much chat content is
phatic, indeed banal, and chat conversations tend to be stylistically informal .
Topics decay quickly, making unstructured chat un conducive to 40 extended,
focused discussion, although users who chat together on a regular basis can
develop strategies for maintaining coherence .
Many researchers point to typographicand orthographic innovations as
evidence of users‟ attempts to compensate for the lack o fvocal, facial, and
gestural cues in text-only CMC .Other aspects of group chat that have been
researched include choice of nickname influence of social network ties (Paolillo,
2001:75)
8.1 .Orthographic features
There are many orthographic features that used in the individual language,
defined in terms as distinctive use of the alphabet, capital letters, spelling,
punctuation, and ways of expressing emphasis (italics, boldface,
etc.)(Carner,2009:90). In chat servers (such as Algerian chat, Skype, Hotmail),
English students chatters tend to use informal ("phonetic") spelling ,for
instance:do wot I did. They combine informal spelling with letter omission (thx
4 yr txt) instead of(thanks for your text) in addition to the absence of
capitalization
Ex: got your email. i'll be over later on in the day.
8.2.Lexical features
According to Davies( 2003:87),the second linguistic feature of chat is using
informal vocabulary in online communication. The vocabulary of a language,
defined in terms of the set of words and idioms given distinctive use within a
variety .Ex: Oh goody. ... Even goodier.
− The use of interjections
ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
− The use of "in"-terms and abbreviations (BTW, ROTFL, PTB)
BTW have you heard an update on the continuing saga?
9. Text Analysis
Abbreviations
Meanings
U
Lol
U

You
Loud lots of laugh
You
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Mi
Ol
R
Mi
tha8
R
R
1
r
U
Im
1
2
Mi
c
U
L8r
1
Xxxxxxxx
u
R
Ty
ur
R
u
R
Ty
u
R
Ty
Imo
ol
R
1
1
2
U
R
Wot

Me
All
Are
Me
That
Are
Are
One
Are
You
I am
One
T0
Me
See
You
Later
One
Kiss
You
Are
Thank you
You
Are
You
Are
Thank you
You
Are
Thank you
In my opinion
All
Are
One
One
To
You
Are
What
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Lol
4
Mi
Imo
4
1
u
Ho
U
1
Imo
U
Ur
Lol
Pls
L
2
C
U
l8r
u
Wy
Lol
1
4
U
R
U
r
U
Ty
1
U
R
wer
Lol
u
Kom
2

Loud lots of laugh
For
Me
In my opinion
For
One
You
How
You
One
In my opinion
You
You are
Loud lots of laugh
Please
One
To
See
You
Later
You
Why
Loud lots of laugh
One
For
You
Are
You
Are
You
Thank you
One
You
Are
Where
Loud lots of laugh
You
Come
To
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Mi
Wen
4
mi
U
You
2
Mi
2
4
U
4
U
4
Mi
4
c
U
2
U
U
C

Me
When
For
Me
You
You
To
Me
To
For
You
For
You
For
Me
For
See
You
To
You
You
See
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Appendix
Time: 1 hour
Chatters: 5-10
The British chat site
http://www.justchat.co.uk/
Come to the pub! Order a drink, pull up a seat and have a good time but
remember to keep within the site rules. NEVER give out personal information to
people you meet online. (Floor Is Open To All Users)
1.Exapno > pmlllllllllllllllllllllllllll
2.<= 1pool22m Has Left The Room
3.WhyMe >how u feeling Exapno
4.Adward> feel it instead of her whyme!!!
5.Adward> lol : -))))))))))))))))))
6.WhyMe > I can but wont!! ; -)
7.Exapno > very tired!
8.Exapno > ohhhhhhhhhhh kidsssss
9.<= Adward Has Left The Room
10.=> CpCaveman Has Joined The Room
11.WhyMe > so u ll stay with us or leave ??!!!!!!!!!!!
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12.CpCaveman > hiiiiiiiiiiii allllllllllllllllllllllllll
13.WhyMe > hey man
14.Exapno > but baby is kicking the crap out of mi!!!!!!!!
15.WhyMe > Let's ol send r kids away somewhere
16.Exapno > not to mention tha8... we r walking round bush!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17.WhyMe > r=or
18.=> NUDawn Has Joined The Room
19.=> Marengo Has Joined The Room
20.NUDawn > hi every 1
21.WhyMe > lets change it ...
22.WhyMe > hey dawn where r u ?
23.NUDawn> im in france
24.Exapno > suggest 1 whyme
25.WhyMe > but why mi !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26.CpCaveman> hahahahahahahahahahaahahahaha
27.Marengo> zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
28.Marengo> hehehehhe
29.WhyMe> WAAAAAAAKE UUUUUUUUUPPPP!!!! Rooooooomm
30.<= NUDawn Has Left The Room
31.Exapno > sorrrrrrrrrrry I have 2 go now... byeeeeeee allllllllllll
32.WhyMe > bye exapno
33.CpCaveman > c u l8r
34.<= Exapno Has Left The Room
35.=> blueeyes34 Has Joined The Room
36.WhyMe > hey blueeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
37.blueeyes34 > hi whymeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
38.blueeyes34 > hiiiiiiiii every 1 xxxxxxxxxxx
39.Marengo> hi blue
40.blueeyes34 > how sweet u r .. ty alllllllll
41.blueeyes34 > how u r .. CpCaveman
42.CpCaveman > awww ok , ty blue
43.WhyMe > booooooooooooooo
44.WhyMe > imo
45.WhyMe > sooooooooo quiet
46.blueeyes34 > ahhhhhhhhhh
47.<= CpCaveman Has Left The Room
48.=> Andy *A Has Joined The Room
49.=> geogeadam-45 Has Joined The Room
50.blueeyes34 > hiiiiiiii or new guests
51.WhyMe > hey andy and dam
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52.Andy *A > hiiiiiiiiiiii ol how r things
53.geogeadam-45 > hy every 1
54.WhyMe > baaaaaaaaad!!!!!! Andy
55.WhyMe > pmllllllllllllllllll
56.Andy *A > why any help??!!!!!!!!!!!
57.blueeyes34 > yuppppp waiting some1 2open chat
58.blueeyes34> hehehehehehehhahahaha !!!!!
59.geogeadam-45 > that was before ur coming
60.geogeadam-45 >
61.WhyMe > wowo!! This is promising
62.WhyMe > pml
63.Andy *A > why don‟t ask about my new job
64.=> jomal-jay Has Joined The Room
65.blueeyes34> really !!! wot it is?
66.blueeyes34> hi jay
67.Andy *A > in big petrol station
68.<= jomal-jay Has Left The Room
69.blueeyes34> bye jay
70.WhyMe > well paid ??
71.geogeadam-45 > I will take half
72.WhyMe > lol
73.Andy *A > yup..somehow
74.WhyMe > the second 4 mi!!
75.WhyMe > hhehehehehe
76.blueeyes34> oh ! ! where is my share
77.blueeyes34> Imo
78.Andy *A > Jesus!!!! Leave some 4 1 working 16 hours
79.blueeyes34> pmllllllllllllllllllllllll
80.=> wildcat Has Joined The Room
81.WhyMe > we think about it
82.geogeadam-45 > hiiiiiiiii caaaaaaaaaat
83.WhyMe > hello cat
84.blueeyes34 > weeeeellllll andy can u tell us ho do u get it!!!!!!!
85.wildcat > hi every 1
86.geogeadam-45 > Imo
87.Andy *A > I cant tell u ....its is secret blue ; )))
88.Andy *A > hi cat
89.WhyMe > OOOOOOOOOOHHHHHHHHHHHHH
90.WhyMe > money is gone!!!!!!!!!!
91.blueeyes34 > we ll never give up
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92.wildcat > PMMMMMMMMMMLLLLLLLLLLLLL
93.Andy *A > don‟t cry babies!! ur money is kept
94.geogeadam-45 > where ??????????????? dad : - )))))))))
95.blueeyes34 > lol
96.=> jamemids Has Joined The Room
97.Andy *A > in secret pls !!
98.Andy *A > pm l
99.WhyMe > have 2 leave..... c u l8r byeeeeeeeeeee alllllllllllll
100.Andy *A > hiiiiiiii jame
101.jamemids > hey room
102.blueeyes34 > bye honey
103.jamemids > hiiiiiiiiiiii andyyyyyyyyyy
104.<= WhyMe Has Left The Room
105.geogeadam-45 > with u wy lol !!! bye ROOOOOOOOOM
106.<= geogeadam-45 Has Left The Room
107.=> andro -45 Has Joined The Room
108.blueeyes34 > hey andro
109.andro -45 > hhhhhhhhhhhhhiiiiiiiiiii aaaaaaaaaaalllll
110.andro -45 > any1 wanna chat
111.blueeyes34 > waiting 4 u ??!!!
112.blueeyes34 > how r u ando
113.andro -45 > oooooooookkkkkkkkkkkk ty blue
114.=> Gentleman@X Has Joined The Room
115.Andy *A > hi Gentleman
116.Gentleman@X > heyyyyy every 1
117.Gentleman@X > hi andy
118.blueeyes34 > hey gentle
119.andro -45 > it is sunny in chi Chaco!!
120.andro -45 > ho is at ur places????????????
121.jamemids > dismalllllllllllllllllllll !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
122.blueeyes34 > wer ?? jame
123.andro -45 > besides my house
124.andro -45 > lol : O))))
125.blueeyes34 > it rains heavily in france
126.=> babieface Has Joined The Room
127.=> yule1234545 Has Joined The Room
128.jamemids > wrong !!!above it
129.<= babieface -45 Has Left The Room
130.jamemids > hehehehhahahahah
131.andro -45 > pmmmmmmmmmmmlllllllll
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132.yule1234545 > hi ROOM
133.andro -45 > y don‟t u kom 2 mi blue
134.blueeyes34 > but gotta go work soon!!!!!!!
135.jamemids > hey yule
136.andro -45 > wen?
137.Andy *A > relax blue : )))
138.blueeyes34 > at 4
139.blueeyes34 > hiiiiiiiiiii yule
140.jamemids > gd*****************
141.blueeyes34 > till 0 142.yule1234545 > hi BLUE
143.andro -45 > awwwwwwwwwwwww
144.blueeyes34 > so not tooooooo bad
145.blueeyes34 > and sooooooo bad those work with mi : O ((
146. andro -45 > iv told u blue
147.yule1234545 > wooooooooooot!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
148.andro- 45> u ll have 2 stay with mi... 2 go 4 a nice journey 4 6 months...
till u now they‟ve gone 4 gooooood
149.blueeyes34 > then they ll fire mi 4 good
150.jamemids > cheer uuuuuppppppppppp !! blue
151.blueeyes34 > thought id no time
152.Andy *A >c u tomorrow........ nice 2 talk with u again
153.blueeyes34 > ok bye alllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
154.jamemids > byeeeeeeeeeeeee blueeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
155.<= blueeyes34 Has Left The Room
156.andro -45 > Marengo.. u stillllllllllll around in here
157.jamesmids > loooooooooool..
158.andro -45 > man, long time no c
159.jamesmids > Mariners'..
160.Marengo > here andro..Hello Angel
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